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Executive Summary 

Crowding in prisons and jails is a national problem of epidemic proportion. Despite the fact that the 
majority of states in this country are now under court order to alleviate the problem, few if any states have 
been able to do so. Focusing on the State of Maryland, this paper reports on a series of studies designed to 
understand why correctional reform efforts vigorously undertaken in the late 1970's failed by the early 
1980's. Based primarily on large-scale surveys of correctional policymakers, the general public, and the 
criminal justice system in the state, the study focused on goals and philosophies for correctional systems, 
attitudes toward refcil"m strategies and their efficacy, and causes underlying the prison crowding problem. 

Examination of the dimensions of the "correctional crisis" demonstrated that although crowding is the 
most visible and salient of the problems facing the corrections system, many of the factors which people feel 
are causing the crisis are issues the corrections subsystem a/ol/e cannot resolve. Little in the way of effective 
change is likely to occur if we continue to view prison crOWding as a "crisis in corrections." Prison 
crowding is a crisis in the entire. criminal justice system, amI the active, aggressive, and coordinated efforts 
of the entire system are needed for its resolution. 

Conflicts over philosophies of and goals for corrections are often cited as a principal cause of the lack of 
coordination commonly observed in criminal justice systems. In the course of this study, we observed this to 
be partly true, but partly false as well. Conflicts over goals and philosophies do clearly exist; and these 
conflicts are reflected in differing prererred reform strategies. We also observed, however, that the reform 
strategies pursued in Maryland in the late 1970's-and from which the system has retreated in the 
1980's-had the support not only of the correctional systems' policymakers, but of the general public and of 
the majority of persons working in the criminal justice system as well. Failure to perceive this support was 
probably responsible, in part, ror the abandonment or the reform efforts. 

In addition to a serious misperception of public and system-wide support for "liberal" correctional 
reform, Maryland's policymakers were confronted with u criminal justice system in which coalition 
formation along traditional, runctionally defined system-roles was difficult. Despite some homogeneity of 
opinion based on roles in the criminal justice sytem, heterogeneity of opinion is the rule with one or two 
exceptions. The attitudes of police officers and prosecutors arc much more homogeneous than are those of 
other actors. Accordingly, they may have been able to form an el'fective coalition to oppose change 
strategies. 

Since support for those strutegies, ulthough expressed by a majority, was "scattered" throughout the rest 
of the criminal justice system, the dcvclopment of effective support coulitions was probably difficult. This 
too was probably partly responsiblc for the state's inability to achieve the desired goal. 

Finally, we observed that although the correctional policymakers clearly distinguished betwecn 
. short-term strategies designed to meet the terms of eOlll1·ordcred population reductions and long-term 
strategies designed to obviate the problem of prison crowding-the mcmbers of the criminal justice system 
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itself were un~ble to do so. It may well be the case that some of the opposition to proposed long-range 
reform strategies represented a backlash due to the perceived failure of short-term strategies. 

How can these problems be overcome? First, it is clear that those concerned with correctional reform 
must have a more sophisticated understanding of the general public than they appear to have had in 
Mar~land. Contrary to pop~larly ~ccepted opinion, we found the general public to be very supportive of 
precisely the change strategies which the state was unable to implement. The question of "what the public 
want~ ~s to do" is paramount-and without good information, based probably on a periodic and rather 
sophisticated assessment. Wf' are likely to remain in the grip of "pluralistic ignorance. " Sample surveys of 
the gene~al public are now routin.ely us.ed i~ the conduct of political campaigns, by newspapers and other of 
the media, as well as by soclUl SCientists. We see no reasons why con'ections administrators and 
policymakers should not also benefit from accurate knowledge of the public will. 

Likewise, it is important that correctional policymakers have a good assessment of the goals and preferred 
strategies of others working in the criminal justice system. Our policymakers underestimated the amount of 
support which existed for their reform strategies, and they probably found it difficult to form effective 
coalitions since that support was divided among persons occupying a wide variety of criminal justice system 
roles. Not only would the simple strategy of asking these people what their opinions are serve to overcome 
the "lack of information" problem, but it would probably help in the development of a system-wide attack 
on the problem of prison crowding. 

.The final s~ction ~r this report outlines a short-term crowding relief strategy which may help reduce 
pnso.n populatIOns Without endangering the public safety. The plan which we propose has three features: 1) 
It r~hes .upon and .stresses cooper.a~ion among the judiciary, corrections, and paroling agencies; 2) it stresses 
ratlO~ahty, expenence, and emplflcal research; and 3) it focuses on correctional goals and the protection of 
publ~c safety. Further, the strategy may be systematically monitored and evaluated, so that it may be 
modlfi.ed as necessary to meet the joint requirements of public safety and of court-ordered popUlation 
reductIOns. 

In co?cept, the pla.n simply ~equires t?e assessment, on an inmate-by-inmate basis, of (a) the probable (or 
a.ctua!) In.tent of the Incarceratlvc sanctIOn, and (b) the statistical likelihood of recidivism upon release. If 
nsk and Intent are considered simultaneously, it is possible to build and monitor a flexible early release 
dec.isionmakin~ matrix ~hic~, in conjunction with sanctioning alternatives, could provide a relief valve 
whIle also serving to maintain the public safety. ' 

The Correctional Crisis: 
Prison Populations and Public Policy * 

1. Introduction 

A Crisis in Corrections 

The national criminal justice community increasingly is 
concerned with what has been called a "crisis in corrections." 
For many, the "crisis" is synonymous with overcrowding in 
prisons and jails. I Others insist that this equation is 'too 
simple, and stress that the "crisis" involves confusion and 
disagreement over the objectives and effectiveness of correc
tional treatment as well as crowding. 2 

That crowding of correctional institutions is a national 
problem of major importance cannot be disputed. FUl1hcr, 
prison popUlations are increasing,:I although there is a good 
deal of fluctuation in yearly4 and state-by-statc5 incarceration 
rates. Projections of future prison popUlation sizes have varied, 
as have procedures for developing these projections. (, The 
problem of predicting prison population sizes is a difficult one 
both practically and methodologically, and it is the unfortunate 
cas~ that current prison popUlations exceed both capacity and 
projections in the majority of states in this country, Finally, in 
addition to severe crOWding in existing prison facilities, the 
age and physical condition of those facilities, and limitations 
of staff and other resources amply attest to a nati(lnal problem 
of epidemic proportion; and little relief appears to be in sight. § 

As noted above, some feel that to limit discussion of a 
correctional "crisis" to crowding alone is simplistic. In addi
tion to rising inmate popUlations, the past decade has seen 
rising concern over the objectives of our correctional systems 
as well. At issue here are the very foundations or correctional 
treatment; and the relative merits of rehabilitation, deterrence, 
punishment, and incapacitation are now under reconsideration 
in the criminal justice community. 

In part, concern over goals and objectives arises from debate 
over the effectiveness of correctional treatment. Although the 
problem of assessing the effectiveness of correctional treat
ment is difficult indeed, and major debates concerning this 
issue are intensifying, many have not found the available 
evidence encouraging.1) Thus, concern over the ol'jectives of 
incarceration, and SUccess in meeting those objectives, lends a 
second dimension to the "crisis in corrections." 

Recently, a third and immediate dimension to the crisis has 
come to the fore: In July of 1977, 29 states and territories were 
either under court order concerning the totality of conditions of 
confinement or for prison crOWding, or were involved in 
litigation likely to result in court orders. By February of 1980, 
this figure had risen to 32 states and territories. By the end of 
1981, 40 states and telTitories were either under court order or 

* This repUI1 is u sUlllmury of u much lurger d\)culllcnt (under the slime title) lIvuilllblc from the National Criminal Juslice Rcfcrence Service, P.O. BoX 6000, 
Rockville, Md., 20850. Reuders interested in dClUils or the study arc urged to rcview the largcr doculllcnt. 

§ Despilc thc IlJUgnitudc of the prison crowding problcm, few rcsellrchers have rocused on its consequences. Megargee hus reported an increase in the incidence 
of violence with increusing density within the instilution-thllt is, us space per pCJ'son decl'cases,lhe frequency of violent incidents increuses.' Paulus etlli. rcport 
incrcuses in i1lncs complaints with lncreusing density, and report further Ilmt increasing thc number of persons pcr cell or cublclc uppcars to be more stressful than 
is silllple densily.K FUl'lher, Puulus e( III. report u concomitllnl increusc in dcath rules us prison populutillJ\ h:vels exceed capacity. 
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were involved in litigation-and in only four of these states 
was the issue of crowding not central to the suit. 10 Court 
decisions have mandated changes in correctional conditions 
and procedures ranging in topic from the alleviation of 
crowding to the modification of inmate classification procedures. II 
At present then, correctional administrators in the majority of 
states are faced with the prospect of developing immediate 
solutions to the "crisis." 

Policy Options 

A limited number of policy options are available to those 
charged with the resolution of the crisis in corrections, and 
these options are subject to a number of constraints. Although 
rarely recognized as such, issues of moral and legal philosophy 
provide the most obvious constraint on policy options. Indeed, 
these constraints are embodied in the Constitution of the 
United States, which has provided the framework within which 
correctional administrators must operate. 

More frequently recognized as constraints on policy options 
are issues sudl as economic resources, objective parameters of 
the criminal justice system, and the political milieu within 
which correctional systems and their administrators must 
operate. These latter constraints functionally define the correc
tional policymaking arena. 

Complex problems are likely to require complex solutions; 
and proposals for the alleviation of prison crowding have 
varied widely. Not surprisingly, different proposals have 
appeared to reflect different philosophies with respect to the 
goals of corrections. 

Some jurisdictions have respondt!d to the problem of crowd
ing in an apparently straightforward way: They have built new 
and larger institutions. This is an expensive and time-consuming 
alternative, and one which has not often worked. Those 
jurisdictions which have recently attempted this option have 

2 

found capacity reached or exceeded within a very short time 
after construction was completed. It is not our intention here to 
enter the "capacity/demand" debate. We merely point out that 
prison construction has not, to our knowledge, resolved the 
prison crowding problem in any jurisdiction. Although con
struction may help to alleviate the problem of prison crowding, 
it appears unlikely to fully resolve it. It may well be the case 
that massive programs of prison construction are neither 
economically nor politically feasible. Further, for some, such 
programs are seen as both morally repugnant and potentially 
dangerous. 12 

Alternative suggestions have of course been made. For 
example, several reports have suggested the desirability of 
expanding diversion programs, 13 particularly with respect to 
the diversion of juvenile status offenders from detention. 14 
Increased reliance on and use of parole and/or probation 
services has also been proposed as a partial solution. IS Further, 
suggestions for changes in release, sentencing, and juvenile 
processing policies have been made. 16 Some proposals have in 
effect turned the problem back to the courts, with calls to 
reduce the detention populatio~, or with suggestions to restrict 
the powers of the courts to impose imprisonment. 17 

One recently popular proposal suggests an increased reli
ance on "community-based" corrections. To be sure, the 
potential power of this proposed solution lies partly in its 
generality; a myriad of programs could fall under its rubric, 
ranging from increased use of parole or probation to sentencing 
to community service on one's own recognizance. 

How do correctional policy makers choose from among these 
options? What are the constraints on their selections? Problems 
of prison crowding, confusion over correctional goals, and 
court interventions are at least a decade old; and so too are 
many of the reform proposals mentioned above. Why, then, 
does the problem remain? Indeed, why is it now greater than at 
any time in our history? 

2. Maryland: A Case Study in Crisis 

In mid-1979, we began an intensive study of correctional 
policy in Maryland. This report waS completed almost three 
years later and the study could well and profitably continue
for thp. story of Maryland's attempts to respond to its COITCC

tional crisis is far from over. Indeed, Maryland's prisons and 
jails arc as seriously crowded now as ever before. Major 
court orders remain in effect, and despite a recent and 
relatively ambitious program of prison construction, the crisis 
is likely to remain for the foreseeable future. [n essence, what 
began as an attempt to provide the criminal justice community 
with an illustration of correctional reform ends as a documenta
tion of failure in reform. 

Simple documentation, either of success or failure, is 
prr'\)ably of little value. Of considerably more value are 
insights into the mectillnisms and causes of success or failure
for we can then learn from either. It is these which we attempt 
to provide in the pages that follow. 

Corrections in Court 

Why study Maryland's correctional system'! The tlrst an
swer is that prison suits brought in Maryland arc exemplary of 
those throughout the country. Although no two court suits or 
resulting actions are identical. many are similar, and confront 
corrections administrators with simiInr problems. 

Litigation concerning prison and jail crowding has primarily 
(although not exclusively) concerned rights guaranteed by the 
Eighth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States. 
Simple in language and in concept, the Amendment provides 
that each of us-prison inmates included IS-has the absolute 
right to freedom from cruel and unusll:II punishments. Bronstein 
suggests that three rather broad and vague tests appear to 
provide contelllporury guidelines for the interpretation of the 
Amendment: (a) whether the punishment shocks the general 
conscience of a civilized society: (b) whether the punishment is 
unnecessarily cruel; and (c) whether the punishment goes 
beyond legitimate penal aims. 19 Under application of these 
guidelines, federal and state courts huve found specific pruc
tices (e.g., physical ubuse, crowding), the totality of concli
tions of confinement, ulld even entire state prison systems to be 
in violation of the Eighth Amendment. 20 

In Maryland, litigation on behalf of inmates has be(~n 
brought by the Baltimore Legal Aid Bureau, the American 

Civil Liberties Union, and others against the State correctional 
system, the Baltimore City Jail. and various county jails 
throughout the state. In 1978 alone, 310 suits were filed 
against l:orrectional ofl1cials-most of them for crowding. The 
volume of litigation is such that a special Correctional Section 
was added to the Attorney General's office to handle these 
matters. The Maryland Penitentiary, the Reception, Diagnostic, 
and Classiflcation Center, the House of Correction, the Mary
land Correctional Institute, the Maryland Correctional Train
ing Center, and the Maryland Correctional Institute at Hagers
town have all been accused of having conditions so crowded as 
to constitute a violation of the Eighth Amendment prohibition 
against cruel and unusual punishment, and federal courts have 
found on behalf of the inmates in most of these suitS?1 New 
facilities have been brought into the cases as parts of proposed 
and partial remedies to the problems of the state system. City 
and County jails have also been involved in litigation over 
crowding, and reduction orders in these institutions have 
exacerbated the state's problem (since state inmates have been 
routinely housed in local facilities).:!:! . 

In 1110st important respects, court suits brought in Maryland 
and which have involved Eighth Amendment issues are very 
similar to those which have been brought throughout the 
country: and the most recen! rulings involving Maryland 
prisons have relied heavily on recent Supreme Court decisions. 2~ 

Prison Crmvdi11.g as a National Problem: 
Maryland ill Pe/~spective 

Almost three-fourths of' the states in this .-.:ountry are nOW 
either under court order or are involved in littgation concerning 
prison crowding. Clearly, the problem is not unique to 
Maryland. However, it is the case that Maryland's prison 
crowding problem is more serious than that in 1I10st states, and 
this provided a second reason for focusing on Maryland. 

Incarceratioll Rates. Historically, the United States has an 
imprisonment rate that is high relutive to other western 
cultures, und it hus been estimated to be among the highest in 
the world. :!·I For example, the uverage imprisonment rate over 
extended periods of time in the United States is over twice that 
oj' Norway and about 21/2 times that or Canada. 25 

Examination of imprisonment rates (in state. and federal 
institutions) in the United States and in Maryiand during the 
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1970's shows both to be dearly increasing rapidly over this 
t· . d 26 If . I d . . Ime peno. we inC u e pt!rsons Incarcerated In local jails 
the increase is even more dramatic: In 1970, the prison and jail 
incarceration rate (per 100,000 civilian population) in the 
United States was 167.27 Maryland's rate was 205 per 100,000; 
making it the 10th highest-ranked state in the nation in terms of 
incarceration rate. By 1978, the prison and jail incarceration 
rate for the United States had risen to 195 per 100,000 civilian 
population. Maryland (in the top 10 for both time periods) 
increased from a rate of 205 to 271 per 100.000 persons. 

Crime. Maryland's crime rate is high relative to the United 
States' total (which, of course, is high relative to the rest of the 
Western World). In part, this is due to a disproportionately 

large urban population, the bulk of which is concentrated in the 
City of Baltimore. For some offense categories, the picture 
over the past decade is one of relative stubility. Murder rutes 
und Robbery rutes, for exumple, have remuined virtually 
constalit. 2H Others show moderate increases (Rape, Assault), 
and still others show drumatic increuses (Burglary, Larceny). 
Overall, the pattern is one of a moderately increasing "serious" 
crime rate--defined as the total of Murders, Rupes, Assaults, 
Robberies, and Burglaries. It is also clem', however, that the 
recent rate of increuse in crime rate is not as rapid as that of the 
incarceration rate. 

What of the picture over a longer period of time?* Figure I 
reports U.C.R. data for Baltimore City from the 1930's 

* Uniform Crime Reports have been available since the 1930's. (A majordifliclIlly. ofcollrsc. is tlmtthe Unif<Jrln Crimc Reports have not been 'unil'orm' over 
~hat period. Changcs in reporting, documentation, and definition nre well-known and widely acknowledged limitafions.) Nonetheless, such figures can be 
Interesting lind infomlativc. 
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Figure 1 

REPORTED ASSAULTS 1938 TO 1979; STATE POPULATION, MALES AGED 15·29 (+ 100) 
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Sources: Uniform Crime Reports, Federal Bureau of Investigation 

through 1979, for the crime of aggravated assault.* The 
pattern observed is rather familiar and well-known, and is 
exemplary of those for other offenses. All have increased over 
time, and most show dramatic and abrupt increases in the 
1960's. In part, these abrupt shifts result from changes in 
reporting practice or definition (e.g., the change in the dollar 
loss associated with a larceny in the 70's results in an 
extraordinary upparent increase in larcenies). Also in part, 
these shifts can be shown to be associated with the size of the 
"crime-prone" portion of the population relative to the 
remainder. 29 Also illustrated in Figure I is the distribution of 
state population of males between the ages of 15 and 29. This 
distribution is not dissimilar to the distributions for various 
crimes. Thus, when expressed us rates, the3e increases appear 
far less dramatic. 

Prison Poplliations. Like other state corrections systems, 
Maryland's has grown over the year:i:111 Still, the two largest 
facilities are so dated and decayed that two gubernatorial 
commissions have urged that they be replaced 01' substantially 
renovated. J t The Maryland State Penitentiury was accurately 
described in 1979 as a "relic of the past. ".12 Indeed. in 1967 it 
was reported that: lOll must be recognized that the tvlaryland 
Penitentiary, originally built in 1811 to house around 400 and 
enlarged in 1900 to accommodate 997 inmates, but hilS housed 
tit times as many tiS 1600, is tlntiquuted and inudequate, and, in 
its present use as the State'S maximum security prison, it 
piesents a very explosive situation thaI requires both immedi
ate und long-range remedial tlction. "JJ In 1977, after a tour of 
the facility. the Baltimore City Grund Jury reported that the 
Penitentiary wus "overct'Owded, inadequate, and inhumane. 
The conditions create an environment not conducive to 
rehabilitation. We feel it is a waste of tax dollars to cOlltinue to 
spend monies to maintain this dying institution. Demolition 
lind replacement is the sole solution ... .\., Similar statements 
have been made concerning the Marylllnd \louse of Correction 
(built in 1879) . 

Figure 2 ~~~ows the average daily population of stHte 
Division ofCorreetioll fucilities fl'Oll1the 1930's through 1979. 
While gr';"lully relatively grudual (with the exception of u 
dram,Hic IOCleusc in the 1970's), the increase in stute prison 
populati(ll1 resembles thut observed for' crime and for popula. 
tion in !Ilt' "crime-prone" age runge. Thus. when exprcsxed as 
u rate (pCI' 100,000 males aged 15-29), the incurceration 
picture is dramlltically differcnt. In fact, Maryland's incurceru
tion rute is currently substantially lower thull it has hecn in the 
past. 

Irrespective or f'(/((!,I' of incllrcel'lltion, simple numbers of 
persons (body-counts, if you will) nrc the rcnlity with which Ii 

corrections system must denl, Figv"¢ 2 suggests II period of 
slow growth in the 1950's lind 19Gtrs, followcd by a drastic 
upturn beginning in 1973, While not shown in this Figure. this 

increase has continued dramaticully. As of this writing (February, 
1983), the state correctional system population stands at well 
over 11,000. These data suggest a disruption or alteration of 
system functioning occurring in the mid-70's, and continuing 
(with minor relief in the late 1970's) to the present. 

Intakes to the Division of Correction have rather regularly 
exceeded releases over this time period. Still, this does not 
fully account for the dramatic increase in prison population 
which occurred in the 1970's. Figure 3 provides another clue: 
The average length of stay in state prisons remained virtually 
constant from the 1940's until 1975. The dralilUtic increase in 
average length of stay which occurred from 1975 on clearly 
helps explain the similur increase in incarcerated population. 
And, if continued, this would tend to increase the incarcerated 
population in a cumulative, geometric fashion. 

Prison Crowding. "Crowding" refers, in effect. to a 
psychological, rather than simply a physical, state or condition. 
As such, it is very difficult to operationalize a definition of 
"crowding" that will have utility across institutions and/or 
jurisdictions. Still, several operational schemes have been 
employed concerning the minimum square footage available 
for an inmates' confinement/sleeping quarters. 35 Although 
none of these recommendations are in agreement, they at least 
fall within a relatively limited range (50 - 80 square feet). 

Recently, Mullen, Carlson and Smith conducted a national 
survey of American prisons and jails, completing research 
begun Illuch earliel' by Rutherford and colleagues':l(, This 
important work represents the bulk of what is known on a 
comparative basis concerning prisons, jails, and conditions of 
confinement in our prisons. 

Based on these surveys, and utilizing a criterion of sixty 
square feet pel' inmate (ACA standards), they were able to 
provide u compurison of state situations relative to 'crowding' 
so defined. Figure 4 provides a stutc-by-stute summary elf the 
percentage of stllte and federal prisoners so housed. Multiply
ing these proportions by the actuill numbers of state and federal 
prisoners incurcel'ated in each state and summing these prod
ucts suggests that about 65% of' the nation's stllte and federul 
prisoners arc held in crowded conditions. 

Overcrowding is a problem of equal or greater proportion at 
the local level. In the 43 states und the District of Columbia for 
which information is uvuilable for 1978 (excluding Connecticut, 
Delawure, Hawuii, New York, North Carolina, Rhode Island, 
and Yermon!), 67f'/r of the prisoners in local jails arc confined 
in crowded conditions (sec Figure 5), 

Correctional Reform Efforts 

During the period that we monitored corrections in Maryland, 
u lurge number of uctivities designed to help alleviate prison 

* We focused Oil Illlllill1orl! City since II) the bulk of the crimI! CllIlllllitlcli in Ihe ~IIIIC i~ eillllillitlell in IIl1ltimllrc Cily. IInli b) the mlljorlty of prisoners in the sillte 
prison system cOlne fmlll Ihere. 
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Figure 2 

DOC DAILY POPULATION 1930 TO 1979 
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crowding were attempted, ranging from nn increase in the use 
of emergency release. commututions. and early purole programs, 
to the addition of new correctional facilities and the develop
ment of alternatives to traditionnl incarceration. All of these 
efforts received great media attention. and criticism from 
various sectors wns continuous. 

Public. private. and political debates over correctional 
reform strategies huve raged for over a decade in Marylund. 
From 1974 until 1977. the principal focus of the correctionnl 
policy debnte wns the building ()f new facilities, and major 
components of thnt debnte centered on issues of potential sites 
for such II facility and issues of costs. After literally years of 
heuted politicnl debutc and netion. court bnllles, and legislative 
maneuvering. by 1978 the state's Acting Governor and the 
Stnte Legislnture had finnlly committed to a relatively large 
prison construction project. 

6 
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With the outcome of the 1978 Gubernatorial election. 
however, this wns to change. Shortly after his election, 
Governor I-larry Hughes nnmed a Task Force on Overcrowding 
consisting of local, state. and nutional correctional leaders. 
Their report urged ngainst large-scale prison construction, and 
suggested that alternatives to large-prison construction. such as 
pre-triul programs, sentencing alternatives, increased usc of 
parole and probation, und Community Adult Rehubilitation 
Centers (CARCs) be pursued instead. 

The new Governor named a well-known advocate of 
community-based alternutives and opponent or large-scule 
prison construction to the position of Secretary or Public 
Safety and Correctional Services. The building plan already 
approved by the Stute Legislature was sCI'apped. and u vigor
OlIS cnmpaign for the development of cOll1l11unity-bused ulternu
tives was initiulcd. It wus this eli mute of' sudden change and 

Figure 3 
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Figure 4: Percent of Prison Inmates Confined with Less than 60 Square Feet 
of Floor Space per Inmate, by State: 1978 
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Source: Mullen 01 al., 1980, p, 161. 
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Figure 5: Percent of Jail Inmates Confined with Less than 60 Square Feet 
of Floor Space per Inmate, by State: 1978 
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Source: Mullen (!I al •• 1980. p. 162. 

vigorously-pursued reform which formed the third basis for the 
selection of Maryland us a site for this study. 

Reform efforts begun in 1979 were abandoned by early 
1981. In April of that year. the new Secretary of Public Safety 
and Correctional Services and the Commissioner of Correc
tions hud resigned. largely as a result of public and political 
furor over their perceived policies. Within a matter of weeks, 
the state's policies again swung toward capital construction, 
and away from community-based alternatives. 

A principal conclusion to which one comes from monitoring 
correctional policy in Marylund for almost a decade is that 
"plus ca change, plus c'est la meme chose" (the more things 
change, the more they remain the same). Federal Courts 
responded to suits concerning the stute's prison crowding 
problem by ordering an end to double-ceiling in some institu
tions by the late '70's, It now uppears that double-ceiling pet 
se is not unconstitutional, and will be allowed (aguin, at least 
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in some fucilities). The State of Maryland hud attempted to 
meet the crowding problem with proposals to build new 
prisons. But when public and political opposition urose, and 
when sites could not be determined, the emphasis shifted to 
moving inmates to community-bused facilities under local 
control. This solution ulso fell victim to public and politicul 
opposition and practical problems or implementation. 

Once uguin, there arc proposals and plans before the State 
Legislature for the construction of new prison facilities. 
Despite the addition of several hundred new beds over the 
course of the past two years, the present inmute popUlation is 
such that the new facilities being proposed--cven if they were 
to open tomorrow-would be seriously crowded upon opening. 
It would appear that the course of events over the past decade 
is more u rl.il1ection of shifts in political administration(s) and 
policies thun of substantial progress in alleviating Marylund's 
"crisis in corrections ... 
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3. Study Plan 

In important respects. Ihe fundumenlul problems rucing 
corrections administralors arc political and manugerial ones. 
As we have seen. ncith('r increases in crime nor population 
demogmphy can fully account for the reccnt and conlinuing 
dramatic increases in prison populations. and the conc()l11itant 
exacerbation of the crowding problem. Political and other 
policy decisions which arc made throughout the criminul 
jllstke system have direct implications on the correctional 
component of thut system. Beginning in the summer of 19RO. 
we began a serie!l of studies designed to assess how eorrec
tionul polieymakers choose from among the various policy 
options available to them in the battle against prison crowding. 

As mentioned earlier. we began this serb of studies in :l 

period of vigorously-pursued correctional reform-and as we 
huve ulso noted, the reform efforts so vigorously pursued in 
1979 -19RO were essentially abandoned by April of 1981. 
Desplle a I'ather ambitious program of prison construction, the 
crowding problem is now as greut as-and perhaps greater 
than--it hm; ever been. Further. despite continuing plans ror 
additional prison construction. the problem is likely to remain 
for the foreseenble l'tltu!'c. 

Although we began this series or studies in an erfort to 
provide the national correctional community with an illustra
tion of correctionul reform. what we have ob~erved is u I'nilure 
in rdorm. However, our intent thmughout these studies hah 
been to provide insight into the mechanisms lind cuuses 0(' 

success or failure, and the studies hrielly nutlincd below 
describe how we sought to do so. 

Three central concerns guided mllch 0(' our research. The 
pl'Oper intents of a eorrectiOlHlI system nrc under reconsidera
tion in the cl'iminal justice community, and we devotl!d much 
effort to lin understanding or this issue. Since our correctionul 
systel1lS arc interdcpendenlupon and intl!l'lIctive wilh the entire 
criminal justice system, we sought to ensure system-wide 
representUliotl. Finally. since political and public pressures 
exert powerful influl!nces on the directions OUI' correctionlll 
polick's may tllke, these issues too rec~ivcd attention, Throughout, 
we lIsl!d II survey approach to the identification ()I' these issues. 

The Currectiollal Policymakers 

Our initial step wns to interview those who would be 
instrumental in defining the directions which correctional 
policy in Maryland would take. We conducted this series of 
interviews for threl: reasons, First. we wanted to know who 
was inv(llvcd in correctional policymllking in Maryland. and 
from what perspective. Second. we wanted to know how these 
people viewed the situLltion in corrections, LInd how they felt 
about specific proposals for changing that situation. Further. 
we felt that the viewpoints of people who have I1gured 
prominently in Maryland corrections would provide buck
ground for information concerning the etiology or the situation 
gathered from a variet)' of other sources. Third, and in some 
respects most important. we wanted to ensure that the survey 
instrul11ents we developcd for II later series of "system
wide"surveys would adequately renect the views of the very 
disparate groups of persons involved in Maryland corrections. 

This sample of respondents was not genel'Uted in a nHlIlnel' 
consistent with scicntific sampling principles designed to 
mllximize stutistical eff'iciency and generalizability. Instcad, it 
was generatcd through our review or archival/historical sources 
and our discLlssions with corrections officials and othel' stute 
polic),makers. The people we contacted for interviews were all 
very mllch involved in corrections 01' corrcctional issues. lllld 
hence could be expected to be (and, us wus demonstrated in the 
interviews, were) quite knowledgellble lIbout the issues. 

Eighty-eight persons who have bc,~n instrulllental in correc
tional policy decisionl1lnk!ng--{)f' who could he expected to be 
dramatically affected in their administrative roles by pl'Oposed 
policy changes-were n~ked to participate in the survey. 
Eighty (I) I t}() did so, The slimp Ie was chosen to reneel the 
I11l1jor componcnts or the criminal justice system, and included: 
correctional adll1inistl'uttlrs. planners. lind other olTiciuls (both 
elected lind appointed) representing the stute (11 ;;;;: 16): 
cmrectionul udminiMrntOl's, planners, und other officials repre
senting local jurisdictions (n ;;;; 13): locul-ll.ivel elected offi
cials (lVlayors, County Executives, Stute L.egislators) (n :;;: 1·1); 
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Supervisil'n oflkials (Wardens. Superintendents, etc. 1 (n = 
15 I: Law Enforcemcnt ofncial~· (Shcriffs. Chiefs of Police) (11 = 
II l; and representatives of the legal system {judges. prosecut
ing and defcn~e offidabl (n = II). 

Since a .. ~tate 1'.1'. local" jurisdictional issue was dearly part 
M the policy debate. we sampled not only the larger urban 
jurisdictions. but also the smaller more I"ural jurisdictions. 

The interview schedule was designed for in-person adminis
tration, and contained both open ami structured questions. 
Que~tion~ conccrned (al the problems and as~ets ofr.,,\aryland's 
correctional system. I b I perccptions of a "crisis" in correl'tions. 
and the reason~ undcrlying it. (cl short- and long-term !lolu
tions to prbon cl'lmding problem~ in both state and local 
facilities. (dl attitlldes toward propmed policy changes, (el 
assessments of the attitudes of other~ concerning proposed 
policy changes. and (fl goa" and philosophies for corrections. 
The interview, \\ere conducted in June and July of Il)RO. 

Survey (d'the General Public 

Findings from our surveyor correction!'! policYl1laker~ !'IlIg
gested the importance of their perceptions of public opinion 
regarulIlg corrections and correctional is~ue~. Results lohowed 
that pol ieYlnakel's di t'fered cl)f1siderably among themsel ves 
\\ith respect to pen.:eived public opinion. and that while they 
felt that they knew whtl! the public wanted corrections to do. 
they generully dbagreed \I,.'ith tllO~e goal:-, for lhe corrections 
system. It became clear to u~ that public opinion concerning 
correctional bl>ue~ \\ as ~o ~alient to the developing :.itulltion a~ 
tll merit ~pcdal attention. Accordingly. we conducted a ~ample 
~urvey or ~Iaryland re~idents to "ddre!>!> thb concern. using a 
Random Digit Diuling telephone interviewing method. \'/ 

Thh ~ample Wl1~ limited to the thirteen jurbdictkllls from 
which we hud interviewed local and elected officials about 
correctional is~ues. These thirteen counties could therefore be 
considered to repre~ent the con~titllency or the olTicials whom 
\\e had interviewcd earlier. Together. these .illrhdiction~ ac
count ror R7 .~(,( of the ~tate's IlJRO population. IX UnsHmpled 
c()lInlie~. allllr which tire pret!olllintintly ruml. account for the 
relllllining 12.7CC or the state population. 

Interview ing began lln December 12. 1980. and ended Oil 

JUllutiry :5. 198 I. The method lI~ed ensured adequate repre!>en
LUtion or adult respondellts of both sexe!.. A lotlll of 60 I 
completed interviews were obtained. and the re~Jlonse rate for 
this sLirve> \\il~ 64(,. ()el11ognlphic characteristics of survey 
respondents closely resemble those 1'01' the state adult popula
tion ilt Iurge. 

The Criminal .Il1stice Systelll 

The.,e ~lIr\'eys were deSIgned to u,",sess. Oil tI sy:.tel11-wide 
busis: (til rc'polldent',' 1I1lder'ltalldil11:! or correctional problems 
and is.,lIe ... (b) re"pondenh' attitude .. tm\ard prllpo .. ctl policies 
und policy changes. (cl re.,pondent .. • opinion" of the efl1cllcy 
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(or likely effkacy) of various policy changes, and (d) changes 
in uttitude. opinion. or understanding as a function or time. 

Corrections systems arc only one part of that larger system 
which we call the criminal justice system. Although we often 
tend to regard the corrections subsystem as separate and 
distinct from the parent system. and although this simplifica
tion is helpful in some re~pects, it also ignores the true context 
of. and constraints upon. that subsystem. To ignore this 
contcxt is to develop a potentially misleading and erl'Oneous 
assessmcnt of correctional functioning. Accordingly. we sam
pled from among the variolls criminal justice subsystems 
known to have un in'pact on corrections. These included pol icc 
officers. parole/probation officers. judges. prosecutol's. puhlic 
defenders. state legislators, and correctional classification 
officers. 

Since in most ca~eli we were able to define the population of 
such persons in thc stute. these were randomly assigncd to 
three samples. each of which was ~urveyed (by 111l1il) at three 
different times. For a variety of practical reasons. we chose to 
survey different people in each of the three survey wa\'e~. 
rather than to sUl'vey the ~al1le group or people at three 
different time~. Although there b no fully adequate way of 
determining whether observed dil'ference~ aero!'!s !>tIInple waves 
arc due to chunges in attitudes acl'lls~ time. or to peculiaritics 
of the samples surveyed, we ob~ef'\'ed no silable or statistically 
sigllilicant dilTerences in respondent characterbtics across the 
three survey waves. This, particularly given the patterns or 
change in rcspon~es observed tlcross the three !lurvey waves. 
gives us confident'e that l'indings do not result simply from 
changes in the delllography of tile !lample~ across the three 
!>urvey waves. 

The three wave), of this ~ystelll-wide ~urvey were conducted 
every two months beginning February l). Il)R I. Although a 
longer period between ~urvey waves wa~ originally planned. 
we shortened the lag period ill an attempt to capture changes 
which occurred as a result of the unexpected resignations of the 
Secretary of Public Salety lind the C()l11ll1is~il1ner or COI1·ection~o. 
whose policies were those under study. 

A total or 2.207 pen .. on~ were surveyed. Usable question
naircs were returned by I.IJR per~ons. I'or a response rate of 
52(f(. Response rate~ varied across ~uhsample groups (legislators, 
judges. etc.), but did not vary Mlbstantiall)' acro~s survey 
wave!>. Since variation in resp()n~e niles did exist ncros~ 
subsHlnple gmup~. subsHl11ples were I'eweightcd to adju:-.t 1'01' 
this variation for em:h survey wavc. 

Correctiollal PolicYl11aker Fo//(}\\'"Up 

Over n yetiI' uncI' the Of'iginul survey of the policy clite. und 
about six Jllonth., Unl'l' the chunge in l!OI'rectiol1s leadership, 
Mllrylund\ correctional policy elite were ul:!uin sLII'veycd III 
asses~ changes in I:!oals, problems. tlnd policies since the tillle 
orthe initial survey. System priorities had ehtlnged: ineaplIcitll-

tion received a higher priority. and rehabilitation a much lower 
priority. in the follow-up survey. Many fewer endorsed the 
concept of community-based correctional alternatives in 1981 
than had done so in 1980. The Governor's office was reported 
to have had a negative impact on corrections. and the courts 
and the State Legislature farcd little better. Interestingly. the 
opinions of the policymnkers who had resigned or been 

removed from office in the period betwecn the surveys and 
those of the persons who replaced them were little different. 
The principal result of the replacements was to decrcase 
emphasis on alternatives-particularly community-based 
alternatives-and to increase emphasis on simple irctlpacitation. 
The net result has been a tremendous exacerbation of the 
prison crowding problem. 

II 
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4. Principal Findings 

What can we Icarn from this scries of survcys that may be of 
value to policymakcrs in othcr jurisdictions faccd with prob
lems similar to those facing policymakcrs in Maryland? In this 
brief summary, we shall address attention to four general 
findings which appear to us to warrant amplification because 
of their apparent role in Maryland's "retreat from reform": 
The dimensions of thc correctional crisis; the demonstration of 
"pluralistic ignorancc" with respect to correctional goals and 
reform strategies; the issue of coalition formation; and an 
inability to distinguish short- and long-term solutions. 

The Dimensions of the Crisis in Corrections 

When surveyed in 1980, our sample of policymakers re
ported that Maryland's correctional system was facing a great 
many complex and inter-related problems. Crowding was 
reported to be the most pervasive and pressing of these 
problems but was also reported to be merely symptomatic of 
more fundamental issues. Based on the policyrnakers' statements, 
we developed a list of the most comnlonly-mentioned prob
lems facing the correctional system, and used this information 
in our surveys of persons working in a wide variety of criminal 
justice system scttings. > 

Through thc usc of factor-analytic mcthods, we sought to 
further our undcrstanding of thc crisis in corrcctions. No single 
factor was felt responsible for Maryland's corrcctional crisis: 
Rathcr, a complex set of issucs appearcd to undcrlie thc 
dissatisfaction so unanimously n~portcd by all whom we 
sampled. The six factors which, wc identified rellcctcd (a) 
concern ovcr a lack of alternatives to traditional incarceration 
and crowding, (b) dissatisfaction with correctional administmtion, 
(c) factors affecting the corrections systcm such as the poor 
condition of' cxisting facilities, a lack of manpowcr, und 
insufficicnt funding, (d) poor relations between corrections 
staff' and cOITcctionalleadership, (e) the impact (on corrections) 
of other criminal justice subsystems, and (I) a lack of coordina
tion in the criminal justice system, poor planning. and sentenc
ing prnctices. 

To simply dcmonstrute thut difficult problems arc complex 
is hardly wOl1h the effort. What is more interesting, und what 
our analyses demonstruted, is (he nature of the complexity. 

receding page bl ank 

Although crowding is confirmed as the most visible and salient 
of the problems facing the corrections system, the preponder
ance: of the factors remaining essentially address issues which 
the corrections subsystem cannot, by itself, resolve. 

It seems clear to us that little change is likely to occur if we 
continue to view prison crowding and related correctional 
problems as a "crisis in corrections." It is not; it is a crisis in 
the criminal justice system. Because the most visible, salient, 
and immediate component of the crisis-prison crowding- so 
clearly involves corrections and correctional facilities, correc
tions becomes the scapegoat for the entire system. 

Generally speaking, the corrections subsystem has little 
control over its "inputs" (offenders remandcd to the custody 
of the subsystem) and in most cases, it has little control over 
the "outputs" as well (offenders released from such custody). 
Gottfredson and Gottfredson report that "The correctional. . . 
administrator must run a distinctive type of hotel facility 
without benefit of a reservation service. Typically, the jail or 
prison administrator has little to say about who comes to stay 
or for how long. " 39 A business run on such a basis would soon 
founder on problems similar to those which our corrections 
systems are encountering now. 

Reports that the criminal justice system docs not appear to 
function as a true system are now so common·.place that to 
repeat that claim seems trite. Yet many fcel that we do not 
have a criminal justice "system" in the sense of' a cohesive. 
interactive and interdependent set of functional entities. Rather, 
they insist, we have a disparatc set of agencies and peoples 
which occasionally interact through their concern with crimi
nal offenders. These sentimcnts appear to us to be true. 

It is also clear to us that the current crisis in criminal 
justice-and its most pressing symptom, prison crowding-is 
unlikely to be resolved without the active, aggressive, and 
coordil/ated involvement of the entire system. This will not 
happen quickly, nor will it be achieved easily; but it is a goal 
toward which we must work. The final section to this report 
outlines one possible method which may help alleviate prob
lems of prison crowding, and the proposed plan relies rather 
heavily on the coordinated efforts of the judiciary, correctional 
lluthorities, and paroling agencies. 

This call-for greater coherence and coordination among 
the various components of the criminal justice system-is a 
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recurring theme throughout the criminal justice literature. 
Critics typically cite the fragmented and conflicting goals and 
policies of judges. parole boards, prison administrators. police 
and others as a major cause of the quagmire in which criminal 
justice finds itself today. Despite some dissent:10 most 
commentators-conservative or radical-have advocated greater 
cooperation between the components of the criminal justice 
system as a crucial element to the resolution of one of our 
largest social problems. 

One certain prerequisite to a coordinated effort is a correct 
understanding of the goals, attitudes, and opinions of actors in 
the various components of the criminal justice system, and of 
the constituency which that system is to serve. Only with such 
understanding is it possible to assess consensus or controversy 
regarding critical problems and their resolution. And only 
through such understanding may groups be targeted for special 
attention in order to coordinate them to a unified approach. 

"Pluralistic Ignorance" 

Throughout our research, we have sought to include the 
views of persons who deal with corrections and correctional 
issues from a wide vmiety of criminal justice system perspectives. 
With few exceptions. a common IInding has been a remarkable 
concordance of opinion about what in fact ought to be done to 
help alleviate the problem or prison crowding. The persons we 
sampled and surveyed generally agreed that community-based 
alternatives were needed, and that they would help to allcviate 
prison crowding not only in the short run, but in the long run as 
welL 

Since in many respects. the development of community
based alternatives to traditional incarceration wus a principul 
thrust of the reform efforts which we initially set out to study, 
it may therefore seem surprising thut dcspite this demonstrable 
consensus concerning the value of reform, tile state completely 
retreated from the reform. To what might we attribute this 
remarkablc occurence'? In part. we believe thtlt the answer lies 
in the phenomenon of 'plurulistic ignorance.' 

For a social system to be coordinated, it is necessary that the 
principal actors-not unlike the policymakers we have studied 
here-be especially awarc of' the opinions of groups which 
interact with and which compose the system itself. even if they 
do not necessarily agree with those groups. Further. in a 
representative democracy such as ours. muny would argue thut 
the goals and pOlicies of the system should rellect public 
sentiment (within the limits of constitutional imperativel> 
governing the rights of individuals). 

We conducted our sample survey of the Maryland general 
public in December of 1980. a time at which debate over 
correctional reform strategies in the state were at u high, 

Contrary to general belief, we found the general public not to 
be especially punitive; rather. they also appeared to stress more 
utilitarian goals. such as rehabilitation, deterrence, and 
incapacitation. These attitudes about the proper intents or goals 
for correctional systems are reflected in the public's views or 
various proposals for correctional reform. The reform strate
gies which received the most support stressed rehabilitation 
and increasing localization of correctional programs and facilities. 

Almost without exception, these attitudes are echoed by our 
sample of policymakers. In no important respect did the 
attitudes of the policy sample and the attitudes of the general 
public differ. Where correspondence was lacking, the views or 
the policy sample appeared to be more liberal and refonn-oriented. 

Our initial survey of Maryland's correctional policymake'.s 
suggested that the perceptions of the public will held by those 
men and women were important to the cOITectional reform 
strategies that would actually be pursued-irrespective of their 
own personal opinions. This is comforting. for this is what is 
required for a representative democracy to function appropriately. 
What is not comrorting, however, is the extent to which our 
sample of policymakers misperceive the public will. AltholJgh 
the attitudes of both the public and the policy group can be 
characterized as rather liberal, non-punitive, utilitarian, and 
reform-oriented, the policy sample attributed almost the re
verse to the public. Several studies concerned with different 
policy arenas have observed this same phenomenon, ~ I and the 
only other study concerned with correctional policy likewise 
confirms this finding. ~2 We thererore feel it extremely unlikely 
that our results are spurious or in error. It appears, then. that 
we are observing the phenomenon of 'pluralistic ignorance,' a 
term used in the sociological literature to describe situations in 
which persons underestimate the extent to which others share 
the beliefs and sentiments which they themselves hold. ~.l 

First, let us examine the question of correspondence be
twec:n members of the policymaking sample, the general 
public, and persons sampled to renect the opinions of persons 
working in a wide variety of criminal justice settings. 

Figures 6 and 7 concern the extent of agreement about the 
priorities assigned the goals of retributive punishment, 
incapacitation, rehabilitation, and deterrence. As a rough 
meusure of this agreement, the Spearmun rank-order correla
tion coefficient was computed between the mean ranks given 
the goals by each group. * We used this index to measure two 
things: (a) how much agreement exists concerning what the 
goals of the system shollid be, and (b) the congruence between 
the policymakers' and the criminal justice system stlmples' 
assessments of what the goals arc ill f(/('(. and what the pllblic 
believes they should be. 

As Figure 6 illustrates, there is complete agreement umong 
these samples that punishment is the least proper of the 

• With only four rank~. one llIust ubwinu vulue of rho equal III 1.00 ICJ ,Ichic\'c Irudiliumtllcl'cb or Mulblicul hignil1cunce. 11 should be pointed OUI, howcver, 
that thc dala dh,u~~cd herc rcprc~cnt llIean mnks. and arc ha~ed un vcry lurgc nUlllbcr~ of ca~c,. Acc\inJingl)', Ihe ranks discus,ed llIay hI) considered 10 be quite 
,tuble. Where differem:c~ IMwccn llIean runk, did not exceed :It least une ,Inndnrd error In magnilUde, ranks nrc represented liS lied. Ollr lise of rho is intended 
,imply,,, un aid to inlcrprewtinn.· • 
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HIGHEST PRIORITY 1 

2 

3 

LONEST PRIORITY 4 

INCAPACITATION PUNISHI>1ENT 

PUBLIC OPINION (1) 

POLICYMAKER OPINION (2) 

SYSTEM-SAMPLE OPINION (3) 

DETERRENCE REHABILITATION 

FIGURE 6: COMPARISON OF OPINION CONCERNING PROPER CORRECTIONAL 

GOALS; THREE Sfu~PLES. 

Notes: rho(l,2)= ,32; rho(l,3)= ,32; rho (2,3)= ,80 

correctional goals listed. Further. the policymakers and the 
system-wide sample are good agreement (rho = .8). both 
ranking incapacitation as highest priority, and differing only in 
a reversal of' the gOttls of deterrence and rehabilitation. Modest 
but apparent agreement also exists between the policymakers 
and the general public, and between the system-wide sample 
and the general public (rho in both cases = .32). For the 
general pUblic, simple incapacitation ranked third. while both 
the policymakers and the system-wide sample ranked this goal 
us first. 

It may seem surpristng that the general public did not also 
rank incapacitation us the IIrst priority goul. In this light, 
however, it is also interesting to note that in a study of 982 
actual sentencing decisions of udult offenders, the goal of 
Incapacitation was given as the principal aim of the sanction-by 
the sentencing Judge-in only 40/(' of the cases:I•1 It should also 
be noted that the genernl public did feel thn! all four possible 
correctional goals were propel' intents for Maryland's correc
tionul system, and that in some cases differences were small. 

The comparison of policymakers' and the criminal justice 
systems' perceptions of what the actual goals 01' the corrections 
system arc in fact. with public opinion of what the goals 
should be, demonstrates less concordance (Figure 7), The 
system is perceived as more punishing and incapacitating. and 
less deterring and rehabilitating than the public would have it. 
In general, this appears to be because neither the policymuking 
sample nor the system-wide sample appears able to distinguish 
present correctional system functions beyond thut of incap
acitation. 

We observed that the correctional policymakers and those 
working in criminal justice system settings generally agree on 
the broad outlines of correctional priorities, but with differing 
emphasis on the priority of rehabilitation. Further, both are in 
general agreement with the priorities assigned by the public, 
although the policymakers attribute very different positions to 
the general public than actuully held. How do these positions 
translate into opinions concerning specif'ic proposals fiJI' chunge 
in correctional policy" To get an indication of aretlS of 
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HIGHEST PRIORITY 1 

2 

3 

LOWEST PRIORITY 4 

• 
PUBLIC OPINION (1) 

POLICYl>1l,\KER OPINION (2) 

SYSTEf.1-SM1PLE OPINION (3) 

INCAPACI'rATION PUNIsmJ\ENT DETERRENCE REIIABIUTATION 

FIGURE 7: CO!-'IPARISON OF POLICYMAKER Al~D SYSTEM-SAi'1PLE PERCEPTIONS 

OF APPAREN'£ SYSTE:-t GOALS HITII PUBLIC OPINION CONCERNING 

NHAT 'l'HESE GOALS SHOULD BE. 

i-lotes: rho(1,2)= -.27; 

agreement anti signilicant disagreement on proposals for change. 
we divided each group into those who agreed and those who 
disagreed with four proposals for change. Two-by-two contin
gency tables were then built. contrasting the policymakers with 
each of the criminal justice groups sampled. and the generul 
public. on each issue. 

Table I display~ a summary of these comparisons. For each 
proposed change strategy listed in the Table there aI'e two 
headings: "Actual Opinion." and "Opinion as Estimated by 
Policymakers.·· Consider just the t()(,l1ler; by reading from left 
to right across columns of the Table. we can sec how much 
agreement or disagreement there is among the 'various samples 
for each change strategy. Thus (for example), while 42% of 
the policymakers thought that "not building any large new 
facilities" would be a good or a very good idea, only 37'1(' of 
the general public, and only 8.7% of the police officers also 
thought that this strategy was a goodlvery good idea. The 
asterisks indicate comparisons which differed statistically. 
Thus, the opinions (on thc strutcgy of large-scale construction) 
or the policYl1lakers and the general public arc not significantly 
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rho(1,3)= -.27; rho (2,3)= 1.00 

different, while those of the policymakers and the( police 
officers arc significantly different. 

Two things arc readily apparent from these analyses. First. 
the group with which the policymakers have the greatest 
disagreement is the police: Policymakers differed dramatically 
from the police on every single issue. Disagreement with 
prosecutors-the group.that work~ most closely with the police 
and whose interest~ have traditiol1ully been sill1ilar-~is almost 
as great, with substantial disagreement on each iSSLIe except 
the proposul to shift some or the burden of' inmates to local 
jurisdictions. Second. the issue on which thc policymakers are 
most out or step with other system groups is that or CARCs. 
Every group polled showcd b~ enthusiasm for the C ARC idea 
than the 93'/c positive endorsement that the policjll1akers gave 
the ioeH except I'or the public defenders, who also largely 
endorsed the idea of establishing CARCs on a widespread 
basis. The general public ulso displuyed less enthusiasm 1'01' 

CARCs thun did the policymakers: /Jill Ihe plIl)lh' did elldorse 
Ihe idcli by {/IIIIOSla3 to I /Ilargin, Further. it :;hould be noted 
that only one system-sample group .. -·police otTicers·-re:.ponded 
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Table 1: Opinions and Estimated Opinions of Four Proposed Change Strategies 

PAROLEI GENERAL POLICE STATE PUBLIC CLASSIFICATION PROBATION PROPOSED CHANGE STRATEGY POLICYMAKERS PUBLIC OFFICERS LEGISLATORS JUDGES PROSECUTORS DEFENDERS OFFICERS OFFICERS N ,. 80 N- 601 N 92 N .. 30 N ,. 32 N o· 52 N 22 N '" 15 N '" 95 
A. Not Building Any Large New Facilities 

Actual Opinion 41.6~o 37.1°. 8.7~o·" 41.9°" 30.3~o 12.0%'" 33.3% 20.0~;' 30.5% (% GoodiVery Good Idea) 

Opinion as Estimated by Policymakers 33.0°" 3.9% 26.1~0 23.3~0 __ a 
_a _a _a (% Good,very Good Idea) 

B. AbOlishing Parole 

Actual Opinion 23.1% 28.6% 57.8%'" 23.3~o 31.3% 58.0~0'" 0.0%' 60.0%' 34.0% (% GoodlVery Good Idea) 

Opinion as Estimated by Policymakers 62.7%'" 68.9% 61.5%" 37.7% __ a 
_a __ a 

_a (% Good Very Good Idea) 

C. Shifting Some of the State Burden to 
Local Jurisdictions 

Actual Option 73.7~o 67.0% 34.8%'" 53.3% 73.3% 60.8% 68.2% 80.0% 66.3% (% GoodlVery Good Idea) 

Opinion as Estimated by Policymakers 3318~o'" 36.9% 61.4". 74.6% _a __ a 
_a _a (% GoodNery Good Idea) 

D. Establishing CARCs on a Widespread Basis 

Actual Opinion 93.4% 73.2%'" 30.8%'" 70,0%," 80.6% 54.9%'" 90.5% 66.7%" 76.6%' (% GoodJVery Good Idea) 

Opinion as Estimated by Poilcymakers 
(% GoodJVery Good Idea) 

39.4(H,"· 32.8% 61.4% 94.0%' __ a 
_a __ a 

_a 

NOTE: Tests are Chl
2 

comparisons with the policymaklng sample. Sample sizes may vary slightly with the Issue under consideration. Analysis based on First Wave of Three.Wave Survey. 
Substantfve conclusions do not change if all three waves are considered. 

"'p.;; .001 
'''p <t • 01 " 

'p <1. • 05 
a sample not assessed 
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negatively to the CARC strategy. The majority of persons in 
each other sampled group endorsed the idea-just not as 
strongly as diel. the policymakers. 

In the interviews with policymakers. we asked not only their 
own opinions of these proposals, but also for perceptions of the 
amount of support the ideas would receive among four groups; 
the general public. police officers. state legislators, and 
judges. By comparing the actual and estimated opinions of 
these groups, we can get an idea of how aware the policymak
ers were of disagreement or support for correctional policies 
among these groups. Table I also lists the results of this 
analysis. Here, we are interested in comparing Table entries 
und('r the heading "O;Jinion as Estimated by Polllymakers" 
with the entry directly above it. It appears that the policymak
ers were accurate in estimating the police's disagreement with 
their own opinions concerning proposals for change. Some 
policymakers underestimated the support for CARCs among 
judges. however. and quite a number of policymakers incor
rectly thought that most stute legislators thought that abolish
ing parole was a good idea. 

Also important is the extensive misperception on the part of 
the policymakers of the opinions of the general publie which 
we mentioned earlier. The general public's opinions arc very 
similar to those of the policymakers, yet the policymakers 
thought that they were very dilTerenl. They did correctly 
perceive that a maiNity of the public did not agree with the 
no-building idea. On the other issues they were very inaccurate, 
and failed to recognize that the public also disagreed with the 
idea of abolishing parole. thought that nHlving prisoners to 
local jurisdicti(ln~ was a good idea. and widely supported the 
idea of CARCs. 

These findings have signilkant implications. First, within 
the sy~tem the major conllict facing the correctional policymak
ers pitted them against two major groups: The police and 
prosecutors. These analyses suggest that the policymakers 
were well aware of the conllie!. It ill also apparent however, 
that the policymakers were unaware thut they were more 
accurate representatives of public opinion, at least on three of 
the four proposals, than were members of the police or 
prosecutor groups. This mispcrception may havc cost them 
important points in their favor in trying to form a consensus on 
correctional policy in Maryland. This is especially true on the 
CARCs issue. where the policymakers may well have felt 
beseiged. Although no group endorsed CARes as strongly as 
p()licymaker~. the general public was much closcr to the 
policymakers' position than were most other groups, 

Effective Coalitiolls 

For one serie!! of unulyses. we r(!c1assified members of our 
system-wide survcy samplcs based on (u) the priority which 
thcy would personally ussign to the gouls of rchl!bilitation, 
deterrence, lind punishment. and (bl their ussessments of the 
priorities which the corrections l.ystem actuully ussigns thesc 

IH 

goals. This reclassification was based on the results of an 
Association Analysis, which is one type of statistical hierarchi
cal clustering method. 

One important finding which resulted from this analysis was 
that the various subsamples which we contacted (judges. 
prosecutors, police officers, etc.) arc not as homogeneous with 
respect to correctional goals as one might have thought. In 
fact, the relation between position in the criminal justice 
system and personal and perceived goal priorities is so weak as 
to be indicative of considerable dilTerenccs of opinion among 
persons functioning in similar roles within the criminal justice 
system. 

Six groups were identified in this analysis. and we labelcd 
these groups "satisfied" if their personal goal priorities and 
the priorities under which they felt that the system actually 
functioned were consonant. Groups whose personal and per
ceived priorities were not consonant we called "dissatisfied ... 
We observed that fully 60% of the sample fell into one or 
another of the "dissatisfied" groupings. Regardless of personal 
goal preference, the majority of persons in the criminal justice 
system report that the correctional subsystem functions in 
opposition to the goal desired. 

Those who sought to enlist support from a variety of groups 
critical to the functioning of a corrections system were faced 
with an interesting and difficult dilenllnu.. While half of the 
judges sampled arc "rehabilitators"-whethel' satislied or 
not- the other half arc equally distributed among the four 
remaining categories. While one-quarter of the ~tate legislators 
are "dissatislied rehabilitators," another qUUl1cr arc "dissatislied 
deterrers." and yet another quarter are' 'satisfied rehabilitators." 
While almost one-third of the prosecutors appear to be • 'satisfied 
deterrers." the remaining two-thirds arc about equally likely to 
be unything else. I r this is so, nnd if it is corn~ct thut (a~ 

observed in this study) sample Illembers' goals for corrections 
systems nrc related to their assessments or propo~als for 
correctional change, then strategies de~'igned to garner support 
for proposed reforms must become complex. This finding 
would suggest thut one cannot simply cmploy a !-Itrateg), 
designed to address the concel'l1s of judges and/or of prosecLl
tors andlor of the legislature-·any unitary strategy may appeal 
only to a minority of persons in any ::uch gmuping. 

In their study of correctional system"c1ite.,," Bel'k and Rossi 
noted thllt muny of the policy-clite were "rtlthel' sensitive to 
the possibility or political losses resulting Ihlll1 support or 
reform. Were strong anti-reforl1l sentiment to arise ... '·perlHlps 
led by law enfo"eeillent interest groupS""'IlHlllY or our clites 
would probubly back off from a public liherul stand. ",I~ In 
addition, a luck of ability to easily form el'i'ective coalitiolls 
would likely have similar results. 

The heterogeneity of altitudes which We obser\'e acros., 
sample groups docs suggest that c{)alitioll~ would flll'lll with 
difficulty, with the possible exception or (I "police" (und 
possibly a "police/prosecutor") coalition. Rclutivc to the othcr 
groups sampled, the uttitutles of police ol'l'iccrlo are Illuch more 
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homogeneous. and Maryland's principal police departments 
have been very active in the correctional policy debate. 

Thus, in addition to it serious misperception of public 
support for "liberal" correctional reform. Maryland's policy
makers were also faced with a criminal justice system which in 
the aggregaie was rather sympathetic to proposed change 
strategies. but in which coalition formation along traditional, 
functionally-del1ned system roles was difficult. Finally, one 
or two cohesive groups of actors repeatedly stressed the 
dangers and failures of proposed reforms. The result appears to 
have been the "retreat" predicted by Berk and Rossi. 

Distinctions Between Short- and Long-Term 
Crowding Solutions 

The cOITectional policymakers whom we interviewed in 
1980 were unanimous in acknowlcdging the fact of court
ordered reductions to Maryland's prison popUlations. Al
though people disagreed about the causcs underlying the 
crowding problem, and although they also disagreed about the 
appropriate strategies which should be followed to meet the 
terms of the cOllrt orders, they did clearly differentiate short
term strategies designed specilically in response to court orders 
from long-term strategies designed to meliorate 'he problem in 
the future. We also discovered that the majority of the 
polic),makers interviewed recognized that short-term remedies 
would not obviate the crowding problem in the future: that is. 
they clearly r('cognized the need for long-range strategies. 
Finally, thc strategies felt required to meet the tcrms of court 
orders clearly differed from those felt requircd to obviate the 
prison croWding problem in the future. 

Findings based on our samples of persons workll1g in a wide 
variety of criminal justice systcm settings dil'fered. Respondents 
appeared to make no distinctions between short- and long-term 
strategies. Even when examined on II subgroup-by-subgroup 
basis, this failure to differentiate short- and long-range strate
gies is observed. 

With the exception of the police officers. the majority of 
respondents in each subsample reported that a short-term 
strategy of placing selected ofl'cnders in ultel'lHltive community
based facilities was theoretically sound. Similar sentiment was 
expressed with respect to a short-term strutegy of increasing 
the usc of parole to provide early release to selected offenders; 
police ol'ficers nnd prosecutors rejected the concept, wilh the 
majority of persons in other subsamples expressing support for 
the stl'lltegy. An identical pattcrn of response was observed 
with respect to the short-term stmtegy of reducing the intake of 
prisoners through the usc of ultel'llatives to incarcerntion slich 
us pl'Obation, l·estitutiol1. and cOl1ll1lunit)' scrviee. The only 
"short-term strategy" designed W ulleviate crowding in state 
prisons which received support Ihml the police officer suhsnl1l
pic was thut of quickly constructing a /lew prison fncility (01' 

facilities). These tindings wcre precisely replicated with re
spect to long-term strutcgies, and comparison of pl'cfel'red 

short- and long-term strategies shows them to be virtually 
identical. 

It is possiblc that this inability to distinguish between short
and long-term strategies results from a perception that no 
short-term strategy being attempted was felt to be succeeding. 
However, neither was any long-range strategy judged to be 
effective. It is also the case, of course, that the members of our 
policymaking &ample arc the people on the hot-scat: They are 
the ones who must make the decisions (and the headlines): they 
arc the ones who Illust make and respond to court orders (or 
directly do the bidding of those who must). Regardless of the 
criminal justice system setting from which they came, mem
bers of this sample were many of the people most involved in 
the problem of prison crowding and its resolution. This, of 
course. is not necessarily the case with respect to our system
wide samples. While clearly involved throughout, the nature 
of the involvement, for most, is quile different. Perhaps it is 
simply, the case that for the majority of actors in the criminal 
justice system, the immediacy of court orders is not as 
apparent as to those in policymaking positions. Regardless, in 
addition to the problems we have already noted, Maryland's 
policymakers were apparently unable to convince their col
leagues of the necessity of immediate action-ordered by the 
courts-even though that action may not have been optimal in 
terms of long-range melioration of the state's problem. 

S [( 11/ 111 a ry 

Thh: section has focused attention on four general findings 
which appeal' to us to have been critical impediments to the 
implemcntation of correctional reform efforts undertaken in 
Maryland in the lute 1970's and early 1980's. 

Exumination of the dimensions of the "correctional crisis" 
demonstrated that although crowding is the most visible and 
salient of the problems facing the corrections system, many of 
the factors which people feel are causing the crisis arc issues 
the corrections subsystem a/ollt! cannot resolve. We suggested 

• too that little in the way of effective change is likely to occur if 
we continue to view pl'ison crowding as a "crisis in corrections." 
Prison crowdin); is a crisis in the entire criminal justice system, 
and thc active, aggressive, and coordinated efforts of the entire 
system arc needed 1'01' its resolution, 

Conllicts over philosophies of and goals for corrections arc 
often cited as a principal cause 01' the lack of cmmlination 
commonly obscrved in criminal jmaiee systems. In the course 
of this study. we havc observed this to be partly true, but partly 
fulse as well. Conl1icts over goals and philosophies do c1eady 
exist; und thesc conflicts nrc reflected in differing prcferred 
reform strategies, We also observed, howevel', that the rcfOl'm 
strategies pursued in Maryluncl in the lute 197()'s-and from 
which the system has rctreated in the 19HO·s·-had thc support 
not only of the cOl'rectiol1ul system's policymaKers, but of the 
gencml public and of the majority of persol1s working in the 
cl'il11lnal.i~lstiee system as well. Failure to perceive this support 
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was probably responsible, in part, for the abandonment of the 
reform efforts. 

In addition to a serious misperception of public and system
wide support for "liberal" correctional reform, Maryland's 
policymakers were confronted with a criminal justice system in 
which coalition formation along traditional, functionally-de
fined system-roles wa~ difficult. Despite some homogeneity of 
opinion based on roles in the criminal justice sytem, heteroge
neity of opinion is the rule with one or two exceptions. The 
attitudes of police officers and prosecutors are much more 
homogeneous than are those of other actors. Accordingly. they 
may have been able to form an effective coalition to oppose 
change strategies. Since support for those strategies, although 
expressed by a majority, was "scattered" throughout the rest 
the criminal justice system, the development of effective 
support coalitions was probably difficult. This too was proba
bly partly responsible for the state's inability to achieve the 
desired goal. 

Finally, we observed that although the correctional policy
makers clearly distinguish between short-term strategies de
signed to meet the terms of court-ordered popUlation reduc
tions and long-term strategies designed to obviate the problem 
of prison crowding-the members of the criminal justice 
system itself were unable to do so. It may well be the case that 
some of the opposition to proposed long-range reform strate
gies represented a backlash due to the perceived failure of 
short-term strategies. 
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How can these problems be overcome? First, it is clear that 
those concerned with correctional reform must have a more 
sophisticated understanding of the general public than they 
appear to have had in Maryland. Contrary to popularly 
accepted opinion, we found the general public to be very 
supportive of precisely the change strategies which the state 
was unable to implement. The question of "what the public 
wants us to do" is parumount-and without good information, 
based probably on a periodic and rather sophisticated assessment, 
we are likely to remain in the grip of "pluralistic ignorance." 
Sample surveys of the general public arc now routinely used in 
the conduct of political campaigns, by newspapers and other of 
the media, as well as by social scientists. We see no reasons 
why corrections administrators and policymakers should not 
also benefit from accurate knowledge of the public will. 

Likewise, it is important that correctional policy makers 
have a good assessment of the goals and preferred strutegies of 
others working in the criminal justice system. Not only did our 
policymakers underestimate the amount of support which 
existed for their reform strate:;ies, but they probably found it 
difficult to form effective coalitions since Ihat support was 
divided among persons occupying a wide variety of criminal 
justice system roles. Not only would the simple strutegy of 
asking these people what. their opinions are serve: to overcome 
the "lack of information" problem, but it would probably help 
in the development of a system-wide attack on the problem of 
prison crowding. 

LJ 

5. Planning For Crisis 

Faced with prison popUlations that exceed capacity, and 
which, perhaps in combination with other factors, have re
sulted in court-orders to reduce popUlations, what options arc 
available to the criminal justice community and to society? In 
general, there arc four things which might be done: I) Build 
new prisons. or expand existing ones; 2) Reduce (somehow) 
intake into the prison system; 3) Accelerate (somehow) re
leases from the prison system; Or 4) Tolerate (somehow) 
existing conditions:16 Since alternative number four is out of 
the question given court orders (although it is by no means 
clear that this alternative is ill fact out of the question given 
recent experience), we are left with three basic options. 

Long-term correctional planning must, in our view, criti
cully examine each of these options in detail. and in combination. 
Further, a system-wide coordinated approach to the planning 
process must be undertaken, Prison construction must of 
course be considered, but the enormous costs of new construc
tion must be acknowledged, as IllUst the fact that this is an era 
of severe fiSCHI constmint. Further, estimates of needed capac
ity Illust be nHlde with full attention to issues of population 
demography. Indeed, SOl11e estimute that on demographic 
bases alone, we may find relief from the prison crowding 
problem by the 1990's:" However, it should be noted that 
prison populations do not appenr to reflect a simple natural 
phenomenon which responds solely to the dynamics of past 
trends,48 Prison popUlations arc subject not only to crime 
trends and popUlation demography shifts, but to social and 
political influences and cOllstruints based Oil resources as well, 
As we hnve seen, changes in sentencing and/or release 
practices can have dramatic impacts on prison populations. 

Toward Rational Short-term Plallning 

Regardless of the need ('or. and the complexities of, long
term planning for the melioration of the prison cruwding 
problem, we arc in fllct, und at present, faced with the problem 
of responding to court orders I11l1ndating immediate relief. This 
section focuses on II short-term strategy which IllUY help 
alleviate the illll11edillte und severe crowding in corrections 
institutions while plunning for u long-range solution to the 
problem, 

We judge the first of our alternatives-the building of new 
prisons, or the expansion of existing ones-to be an inappropri
ate short-term solution to court-ordered population reductions. 
Prison construction simply takes too long to achieve, given the 
requisite planning, siting, and construction issues-each phase 
of which is often subject to delay-for this to be a viable 
short -term strategy. 

The second alternative-the reduction of intake into the 
prison system-appears to us to be rather attractive. However, 
even if we were to somehow achieve a rational plan which 
would immediately begin to reduce the Ilumber~ of persons 
entering our prison systems by substantial amounts, the num
bers already in those systems, and the lengths of the sentences 
they are serving, are such that we would be unlikely to see 
relief for some time to come. 

Accordingly, the short-term strategy which we will propose 
here focuses-almost by process of eliminution of attractive 
alternatives-on the third possibility: accelerate (somehow) 
releases frol11 the prison system. As we shull sec, however. the 
strategy ulst) has implications for the second alternative (the 
reduction of intake). We stress that short-term Straleg;es are 
seldom auraetil'e ill all re.\1)e('ls. A befter lI/ld /l/ore ratio//al 
pla// lI'ould be 10 IIm'e ell,\'ured that sllorl-Ierlll strategies such 
as that II'Mdl lI'e lI'iII propose are IlIIlIeCeSS{//)'. That we have 
failed to do so, a/ld that some such plan is 1101\' //ec/'.I'.\'(/ry, is 
a/Jl/lu/allfl.l' clear. 

The plan which we shull propose in the pages that follow has 
three features: I) it relies upon and stresses cooperation 
between the judiciary, corrections, and paroling agencies; 2) it 
stresses rationality, experience, and empirical research; and 3) 
it focuses on correctional goals und the protection of' public 
sufet>~. Finally, the strategy Illlly be systemuticully monitored 
and evaluated, SQ that it may be modified us necessary to meet 
the joint requirements of public sufety und of court-ordered 
populution reductions. 

A Ratiollal, Capacity-based Early Release 
Plan 

In concept, the plan simply requires the usseSSlllent, on an 
inmute-by·inlllute busis, of' (u) the probable (01' uctuai) intent or 
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the incarcerative sanction. and (b) the statistical likelihood of 
recidivism upon release. If risk and intent arc considered 
simultaneously. it is possible to build and monitor a nexible 
curly release decision making matrix which. in conjunction 
with sanctioning alternatives. could provide a crisis relief 
valve while maintaining publh: safety to the maximum extent 
possible under such circumstances. 

Since our studies of attitudes concerning the proper intents 
of a correctional system have clearly demonstrated the overrid
ing salience of the goal of incapacitation. expressed in our 
study as "protecting the public by removing offenders from 
the community where they might commit additional crimes," 
the decisionmaking tool we propose requires judgments of the 
extent to which incapacitation was an intl'nt of the incarcerative 
sanction imposed. Since empirically-based studies of the risk 
of recidivism have been demonstrably successful. they also 
will be employed. Finally. since research has demonstrated 
that both clinicnl or subjective asses~ment!. of risk and empiri
calor actuarial assessments of risk may be enhanced through a 
combined usc or these approaches. that too is proposed. 

Statistical Risk Assessmelll. The concept of prediction is 
central to most general concerns of the criminal justice system. 
Not surprisingly. then. many of the classification decisions 
made in the criminal justice process have an implicit or explicit 
predictive intent. This is perhaps most cleurly illustrated in 
classification decisions involving early release from a period of 
incarceration; for example. in paroling decisions. Almost all 
inmate~ arc eligible for some sort of early rclease from their 
incarcerution. and most eventually receive one. In making 
thcse decisions. members of' paroling agencie~ routinely at
tempt to "predict" the future behavior or eligible inmates. 

Hi~t()rically. such clus~incation decbi()n~ have been made 
~ubjectively rather than ~tatistically. and thi!\ relllain~ general 
practice today. Since the I 92o'!-. however. stati~ticians tlnd 
behaviorul scientist~ interested in cla~~ification and prediction 
have attempted to aid criminal justice decisionmakers through 
the construction of actuarially-based in~trul11ents. 4') Although 
even t.he crudest such devices have proven of value. the 
sophi~tication of the Jl1etl1(ld~ used to develop predictive 
devices for parole-risk a~sessment has increased rapidly,:;n 

It is not ollr purpose here to de~cribe in detail the con~truc· 
tion or actuul implementation of such statistically.based 
decisionmaking tools. Rather. the render is referred to Gottl'rcdson 
and Gottfredson for n detuiled discussion of the construction of 
such deviccil. 51 und to Gottf'redson. Wilkins. and lIoffman 1'01' 

discussion and illustration or their practical implementation.52 

Discus~ion of legal and ethical is~ues concerning the practical 
usc or such device~ is also uvuilahlc. H 

It generally hn .. been round that statistical prediction devices 
can be developcd thut are both more reliable nnd more vulid 
than unguided 0" intuitive clinical predictions: They arc morc 
dependable. und they work hetter. ~ I Further. ,>tutistical and 
clinical prediction methods may be used lOge(hel' in mutually 
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supportive ways.55 In most practical situations, decisions 
based on predictions will be made. and help toward more 
rational decisions can come from either the clinical or the 
actuarial sector (or from some combination of the two. such 
as that to be proposed here). 

Sallctiollillg Decisiolls. There exists a vast and controversial 
literature on the goals and proper purposes of the sentencing of 
criminal offenders. 56 In many respects. principal aspects of 
this debate concern the four goals which we have been 
discussing throughout this paper: rehabilitation or treatment, 
desert or retributive punishment. deterrence (general or specific). 
and incapacitation. Each has 11 long history in practice, in 
mont! philosophy, and in legal discussion and debate. 

The intents of a cC'rrectional system are seldom unitary. Not 
only do we apparently scek to deter some offenders, punish 
others. incapacitate some. and rehabilitate still others, but 
these "simple" intents may in fact be melded ill a sanctioning 
decision even with respect to a single offender. Thus, part of 
our intent may be to incapacitate (for example), while We 
retain also the goals of rehabilita~ion, deterrence. and punishment. 
Thesc need not be-and probably arc not-independent 
concerns on cither the aggregate or the individual level. 

Unfortunatcly. philosophical and legal debate concerning 
sentencing purposes and practices is far more extensive than is 
research on these purposes and practices. Although consider
able rescarch has focused on the correlates of sentencing 
decisions. 57 very little has focused on its purposes. 

An exception is a recent study by Goltfredson and Stecher. 58 

For this study. eighteen judges from a large. eastern metropoli
tan county complcted research fOl'l11s which documented their 
judgments. at the time of sentencing. of the purposes ro~ the 
sanctions imposed on almost 1.000 adult offenders. The 
purpo~e~ or intents studied were: retribution. incapacitation. 
special dcterrence, rehabilitation, lind "other" (including 
general deterrence). Thc judges' task was to distribute 100 
points among these purpo~es-or to assign this value to any 
single purp()se-provided only that the total points assigned 
summed to 100. 

As was unticipated. the judges usually did not assign uny 
one goal as the single purpose for the sentence imposed. 
Rather. they generally distributl!d the points umong the vurious 
purposc~ Ii~ted. Rehubilittltion was the p!Jrpose given the 
principal weight in the largest proportion of cases (36%) 
followed closely by "other purpose, including geneml deterrence" 
(34c;f). Surprisingly. (lnly 41ft, or the cuses reportedly had 
incapacitation a~ u primary intent. However. based 011 multivari
ate analy~e~. it did appear that incapacitation may have been 
chosen more often. but just Ilot labeled a~ slich. 

Rcgurdle!.!. of the actual pro(1()rtion or case!. for whieh nn 
incupaeitative intent is primury (although this will oj' course 
impact upon the potential utility of thc prop~)~ed schemel, it is 
clear that judges. at lenst. can ruther eusily apportioll a sanction 
in terms or its compound intents. Further. the ~tucly demon-
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strated that at Some level at least, judges make an intuitive or 
clinical judgment of the risk-particularly risk associated with 
recidivistic harm to persons-associated with the offender. 

The short-term <.~rowding relief remedy which we arc propos
ing here makes usc or this important assessment (or a similar 
assessment made by like persons and others) of intent and risk. 
combined with statistical information concerning the likeli
hood of criminal recidivism. 

Operatiollalizillg the Relief Valve 

Diagrnmatically. the early-release dccisionmaking tool is as 
characterized in Figure 8. On the vertical axis we havc 
arranged hypothetical jUdgments of the extent to which incapaci
tation was (or js) an intent of thl~ incarcerative sanction. 
Persons falling in cells tC'\"ard the top of the Figure would 
therefore represent those for whom an incapacitative intent was 
high. and those falling in cells toward the bottom or the Figure 
represent those for whom an incapacitative intent was (or is) 

low. Persons falling in cells toward the middle of the Figure 
represent mid-ranges of the scale of incapacitative intent. 

On the horizontal axis we have arrayed persons according to 
an empirical or statistical assessment of the likelihood that they 
will recidivate upon release rrom a period of incarceration 
(also hypothetical). Thus, persons falling in cells toward the 
left side of the Figure appear, on a statistical basis, to be 
relatively good recidivism risks. and those falling toward the 
right side of the Figure appear to be more likely to recidivate 
upon release. Again, those falling in the mid-ranges of the 
recidivism scale would fall in cells toward the middle of the 
Figure. 

If such a device were to be constructed. then persons falling 
in the upper right hand quadrant of the Figure would appear to 
be improbable candidates for an early release from prison: Thcy 
have a high probability of recidivism, and the intent of the 
sentence which they arc serving is principally incapacitative. 
Thus. on both statistical and purposive grounds. they should 
not be considered good candidates for an early release program. 

FIGURE 8: HYPOTHETICAL RATIONAL EMERGENCY 
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Persons falling in the lower left hand quadrant, however, have 
a low probability of recidivism, and incapacitation is not a 
principal intent for the sentence which they are serving. On 
both statistical and purposive grounds, a sanction other than 
simple incarceration may therefore be appropriately applied. 

Persons falling in either the upper left hand or the lower 
right hand quadrants of the Figure represent (respectively) 
persons for whom the incapacitative intent is high, but the 
statistical risk is assessed as low, or persons for whom the 
incapacitative intent is low, but the statistical risk is assessed 
as high. In a sense. the labeled cells in the Figure represent 
areas of subjective and statistical agreement. and the shaded 
cells represent areas of disagreement. 

What would be required for a scheme such as that proposed 
in Figure 8 to be operationalized? The two principal components. 
of course, are (a) an assessment of the intent for the incarcerative 
sanction imposed. and (b) a statistically-based assessment of 
the risk of recidivism. 

Neither requirement can be met immediately or without 
effort. Although statistically-based assessment devices have 
been carefully constructed and operationalized in several 
jurisdictions. generalization of these or other similar instru
ments to other jurisdictions are to be avoided. 5

!) Accordingly, 
the best plan is to construct and validate a recidivism risk 
assessment device for the particular population and jurisdiction 
of interest. Most state correctional systems have research staff 
fully capable of completing this task in a relatively short time 
period. and support for precisely this purpose has recently been 
available from the National Institute of Corrections (althuugh it 
should be noted that costs should not be substantial, and that 
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existing personnel, perhaps with advice from others concern
ing statistical and other methodological issues, should suffice). 

We would suggest that the assessments of the intent for an 
incarcerative sanction must take place in two ways: First. 
judges should be required to provide. at the time of sentencing 
to a period of incarceration, an assessment of the extent to 
which incapacitation or protection of public safety is reflected 
in the sanction imposed. Clearly. however, this will be of' more 
help "down the road." and will be of little value to the 
immediate question of what to do with offenders presently 
incarcerated in crowded prison facilities. What is needed is an 
assessment of what the likl!/y intent was for the sanction 
imposed. 

For this assessment, we would suggest that a small panel of 
persons composed of jUdges. psychologists. and classification 
personnel, review offender files to arrive at a probable assess
ment of incapacitative intent. Information typically available 
in these files (such as criminal history, presentence investiga
tion reports. psychological and other diagnostic material) 
should provide most of the requisite information. Further, it 
may be possible in some instances to actually interview 
inmates to aid in what will surely be a complex decisionmaking 
process. Once such assessments have been made-a process 
which will require organization, time, and effort-it is t: 

simple matter to norm the judgments. combine this informa
tion with the statistically-based assessments of risk, and 
complete the matrix as illustrated in Figure 8. 

FinallY, through the I'outinization of feedback mechanisms 
and the empirical monitoring of the success or the enterprise. it 
is possible to continually refine both these devices and their 
joint application. (I() 
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